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Day 3
It has been a somewhat slow news day at SBR/JBR Rally central as most of the action has been
thousands of miles away. That’s a good thing because that’s where it is supposed to be at the midpoint
of the rally. Most of the teams I expected to be in Montana to catch the Big Sky group photo bonus with
Bob & Sylvie Torter. Most were. A few groups chose to party elsewhere. Some were thinking they had
bigger point opportunities, some were sightseeing while trying to pass kidney stone(s), and some were
partying in Key West. Here, in no particular order, are the absent groups from Big Sky.

Glenn Royal appearing to hold up Dan Lessert
at the Grand Canyon bonus. No update
available on the kidney stone. At least they
have been able to do some sightseeing while
they wait its arrival.

The Ken Dolls shopping for sporting goods in Louisville,
Kentucky. I’m not sure how they plan to strap that thing to
the bike. I can imagine a tandem sort of bike attachment like
the windmill blades you see being hauled down the highway.

Troy Martin, who along with
teammate Mike Hall, seem to
have found a party in Key
West, Florida. After being
stuck for several hours when
a wreck shut down the only
road in and out, it looks like
they decided to make the
best of it.

And these guys of course, who appear to have nothing left to do but
sightsee. I’m not sure Team Perfecto has scored a bonus yet as this
sign is not one. I do realize a few of the teams have dominated the
news coverage and I promise I will do my best in the future to even
things out in the daily reports.

But the big news of the day, and the big points, were recorded in Big Sky, Montana at the VTWINS and
CHOP bonuses. The VTWINS group photo bonus and a meal receipt at CHOPS would net you 20,000
points toward the 80,000 and 100,000 point totals needed to reach Finisher status in the JBR and SBR
respectively. Here for your viewing pleasure are the teams who think they are still on the winning route.

Sorry for the absence of wit and charm tonight. The scribe is experiencing a mid-rally low and looking to
gain a second wind by attending a rock concert tonight. It is not worth any points of course, as I did not
want any of these jokers showing up and ruining my night. Thank you Bob and Sylvie for babysitting for
me on my night out.
Day 4 tomorrow as soon as results are available.

